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Country/Region: North Carolina, USA

Deal Title: Elgi Fits Where Others Can't

Customer: Debotech

Solution sold: EN15

Deal Summary:

DeBotech “carbon fiber extreme” is a leader in

the carbon fiber industry in USA. DeBotech

relies on compressed air for processing

the carbon fiber products they produce each

day. While gearing up for plant expansion,

Hans DeBot, the founder and CEO of the

company wanted an efficient screw

compressor with a small footprint without

having to rebuild a compressor area and ELGi's

EN15 was the perfect fit for his needs.

CUSTOMER SUCCESSES: USA



Deal Title: ELGi's uptime warranty and reliability
features delights customer

Customer: Leading plastic packaging & baby
products manufacturer

Country/Region: Dubai, UAE

Solution sold: EG45

Deal Summary:

Established in 1995, the client is one of the leading
plastic packaging and baby products manufacturer
in Middle East. Before approaching ELGi, the
customer was experiencing major reliability issues
and high aftermarket costs with the competitor
brand. The client is dependent on compressed air
for their pneumatic applications to power their
packaging machines, and hence productivity was
getting affected. After careful assessment by ELGi,
pain points were identified, and suggestion for
ELGi's EG45 unit made. Since then the customer
has been convinced of ELGi's uptime warranty
program and value- adding features. Currently, the
customer is delighted with ELGi's service and is
looking forward to a long term association.

CUSTOMER SUCCESSES: 
MIDDLE-EAST



Country/Region:  Georgia, USA

Deal Title: ELGi's warranty offers peace of 
mind to Hunter Douglas

Customer: Hunter Douglas

Solution sold: EG15x 2 units

Deal Summary:

Hunter Douglas is the world's leading

manufacturer of window coverings and

architectural products. The client contacted ELGi

when they were looking to replace their old 50

HP screw compressors. The old compressors

had become highly unreliable with several

productive issues such as unstable air pres- sure,

sometimes even dropping below acceptable

minimum levels causing downtime and

requiring frequent repairs. Since the time the

client adopted two ELGI Global Series 20 HP

Direct Drive Rotary Screw compressors, they

have been very satisfied with the warranty and

the overall value gained.

CUSTOMER SUCCESSES: USA



Deal Title: ELGi’s EG30 Keeps Running 
without Problems in Slovakia

Customer:  RUDOS RUŽOMBEROK, s.r.o.

Country/Region: Slovakia, Europe

Solution sold: EG30V

“We are very happy with our 
ELGi Air Compressor because it 
is a very reliable product and it 
is easy to maintain!”

Filip Bobula
RUDOS RUŽOMBEROK
Director of Purchasing

Deal Summary:

ELGi’s channel partner Rudos is based in
Slovakia and besides distributing ELGi’s
compressors they also have their own
production of customized compressors
for the local market. Two years ago, they
purchased ELGi’s EG30V for their
workshop and production. Since then, it
has been running without any problem.
10,000 running hours later, Rudos
values the reliability of ELGi’s
compressors.

CUSTOMER SUCCESSES: 
EASTERN EUROPE, SLOVAKIA



CUSTOMER SUCCESSES:
MIDDLE-EAST 

Deal Title: Significant cost savings and
continuous quality compressed air flow assured
with ELGi

Customer: Manufacturer of welded steel pipes and
tubes

Country/Region: UAE

Solution sold: EG110P

Deal Summary:

The client is one of the leading manufacturers,
stockist and distributors of high frequency welded
steel pipes and tubes in the United Arab Emirates.
With the client's expansion plan for a new mill, ELGi's
team identified the capacities of compressed air and
proposed EG110P package. The EG series air
compressors have significantly reduced operating
costs and provided cost savings with fast ROI. Since
the purchase, the customer has been enjoying the
uptime warranty and even looking at the possibility of
upgrading old ELGi air compressors.



CUSTOMER SUCCESSES: 
THAILAND

“I believe that every machine comes 

with a lifetime. It was easy for me to 
choose ELGi as it met all my air 

compressor requirements. ELGi also 

comes with the lowest lifecycle cost 
and extended warranty. ”

Mr. Taweechai

Engineering, Aruna Co., Ltd

ARU NA CO., LTD

Deal Title: Aruna Co., Ltd enjoys 

uninterrupted production with 

ELGi’s uptime assurance and best 

in class quality

ARUNA CO., LTD.Customer:

Country/Region:  Thailand

Solution sold: 

Deal ummary:

Aruna Company Limited was the first pencil factory

in Thailand to receive a certificate from the Thai

Industrial Standards Institute (TISI) under

the Ministry of Industry. Prior to using ELGi,

they worked with a bane type air compressor

from a brand in England and were facing several

issues such as frequent machine breakdown, poor

airflow, water drain issues and overall high

maintenance costs. The customer switched to

ELGi's EG22 because they needed a high-

quality screw air compressor which could run

smoothly for 12 hours a day and five times a

week. The customer has been thoroughly

satisfied with ELGi's support, uptime warranty

and lowest cost of ownership benefits.

EG22


